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ALLEGIANT AIR TO BEGIN SERVICE
FROM STEWART TO TAMPA BAY

JFK AIRPORT HAS TALENT
Joe Alba
JFK is not only the work place for
thousands of professionals in the field of
aviation, but it is also a place you will find
multi-talented people. Those who can belt
out a song, dance up a storm, or play an instrument.
To celebrate these talents, The JFK Rotary Club is holding a dinner show at Roma
View on Cross Bay Boulevard. Who will
host this event? You guessed it; the indisputable “American Idol” of JFK, Bud Heaning.
Plan to attend this worthwhile benefit for

Safe Haven AMT Children of Hope. The
date is October 8th and the party begins at
5:30.
There will be flyers distributed throughout JFK Airport, but you certainly don’t
have to be a JFK’er to attend, our friends at
LaGuardia, Newark, Teterboro and Stewart
area also welcome. For more information;
contact Dolores Hofman at 718 244 6852
or send Dolores and email at Dolores.hofman@asdoonline.com.
The JFK Rotary website will also have
information; www.jfkrotaryclub.org.

ALASKA AIR IS SPEEDING FLIGHTS
AT SEATTLE-TACOMA WITH
GPS-GUIDANCE
Alaska Airlines has blazed a path in a
GPS guided landing at Seatac Airport.
Captain Vela’s high-tech landing is part
of NextGen, the Federal Aviation Administration’s ambitious project to revamp the
outmoded U.S. air-traffic system, parts of
which date to the 1960s. NextGen, initiated in 2004 with an estimated total cost
of $40 billion, aims to reduce delays, fuel
consumption and carbon emissions while
boosting safety and allowing more planes to
fit into each sector of airspace.
Alaska Air Chairman Bill Ayer said satellite-guided arrivals and departures at Se-

attle and a handful of other airports saved
the carrier $17.6 million and 200,000 gallons of fuel last year. The Seattle project
“proves what this technology can do,” he
said. Big airports in Washington, D.C., Denver, Atlanta, and Phoenix are getting similar
makeovers.
But the pace has drawn criticism. The
Government Accountability Office in April
found that while the FAA has made headway, the NextGen rollout has been hindered
by bureaucracy, delays designing new navigation procedures and fear of conflicts with
See SEA-TAC page 2

Allegiant airlines has recommitted to
Stewart International Airport after an absence of 6 years. The airline’s flights will
start Oct. 31 and will run on Thursdays and
Sundays, said Keith Hansen, Allegiant Air’s
director of airports, during a press conference at Stewart.
The move to Stewart is part of a much
larger increase in routes across the county
by the Las Vegas based airline.
The airline, which stopped flying out
of Stewart in 2007 because it faced new
competition there from JetBlue Airways, is
hoping with its return that it will lure more
snowbirds from northern New Jersey to the
sleepy former Air Force base nestled in the
Hudson Valley.
A 2012 survey by the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey showed that only
about 2.5 percent of Stewart’s passengers
were from New Jersey — even though the
regional airport is just a 45-minute drive
from Mahwah via the New York State Thruway and Route 84 east, and discount carrier
JetBlue offers flights to Fort Lauderdale and
Orlando, which are among the most popular
Florida destinations. Delta and US Airways
also fly out of Stewart to hubs in Detroit and
Philadelphia, respectively.
Stewart is an under-appreciated alternative to Newark Liberty International Airport
and La Guardia Airport for New Jerseyans
traveling to Florida, according to Allegiant
spokesman Michael Lillard.
“It’s much more convenient for our
northern New Jersey travelers,” he said.
“They will be able to get into the airport

Keith Hansen
and be on their way much quicker and more
affordably, than the alternative locations,”
Lillard said.
Actually, the drive time from Mahwah, Bergen County’s northernmost town,
to Newark Liberty is about 45 minutes,
the same as it is for Stewart, according to
Google Maps’ online directions. The drive
to La Guardia is five minutes shorter — for
those who don’t mind the hefty bridge tolls.
Travelers who use Stewart could save
on parking, however. The cost of parking at
See ALLEGIANT page 2
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Stewart for 10 days is $90 compared with
$180 at Newark and $210 at La Guardia.
The savings would likely be offset, however
by the generally higher fares at Stewart as
compared with comparable service from the
New York City area’s major airports.
Allegiant said that it will add 18 routes

SEA-TAC

From Page 1

airport neighbors or environmentalists.
Department of Transportation Inspector
General Calvin Scovel last month told the
House Aviation Subcommittee that the FAA
has failed to set realistic plans, budgets or
expectations for NextGen. He told lawmakers in testimony that the agency “has made
little progress in shifting from planning
to implementation and delivering benefits
to airspace users.” NextGen’s completion
could slip by at least a decade, to 2035, and
its cost could triple, he said.
Airlines, which are on the hook to cover
at least $7 billion of NextGen’s total cost,
have already invested in sophisticated computers and other cockpit gear to let pilots
fly more precise tracks through the sky. But
many of the new paths weren’t helpful so
airlines didn’t use them.
The FAA around 2009 began cooperating more with controllers, pilots, airlines
and airports, according to officials and executives. It plans to add satellite-navigation
at roughly two dozen big cities in coming
years. “We are making progress,” said Dennis Roberts, director of airspace services for
the FAA’s Air Traffic Organization. “And

and 10 cities to its route map, and it is promoting the move with a fare sale: $99 round
trips.
Stewart handled 152,322 passengers in
the first half of this year, a 20 percent drop
from a year earlier, as Delta eliminated service to its Atlanta hub, according the Port
Authority, which owns the airport.

we’re no longer tackling this by ourselves.”
Efforts at Seattle-Tacoma, or Sea-Tac,
were initiated in 2009 by Alaska Air, not
the FAA, to replicate its earlier success with
NextGen-style approach paths at remote
Alaskan airports. The agency approved the
plan and took it over in 2010, eventually

spending $4.8 million to update two of SeaTac’s four arrivals with GPS guidance.
Under the old system, that remains for
planes that lack new equipment and for two
arrival tracks that haven’t been modernized,
planes approach Sea-Tac following a trail
of radio beacons. Controllers guide pilots
in with multiple commands to change direction, altitude and speed. Those steps can
consume extra fuel and often add mileage,
said Mr. Vela, the Alaska pilot.
The new equipment lets pilots descend
smoothly and slip planes through.

US AIRWAYS PREPARES
FOR MOVE TO JFK
TERMINAL 8
Is it a coincidence; or is the move by US
Airways to Terminal 8 a signal that they still
believe the merger with American Airlines
will be consummated?
The merger between US Airways and
American may be on hold, but US Airways
is pressing ahead with plans to move to
American’s Terminal 8 at New York’s JFK
Airport. US Airways currently operates out
of JFK’s Terminal 7, but will shift its opera-

Kasasa for Cash!
One Week. One Hundred Dollars.
One Incredible Checking Account.
Looking for an easy way to earn some extra cash? You’re in luck!
Sign up for a Kasasa Checking Account between September 23
and September 29, 2013, and you’ll receive $100.*

Plus, you’ll enjoy all the benefits of a Kasasa Checking Account!
Get refunds on
ATM fees, nationwide
Pay no monthly service fees

Earn rewards
without a minimum
balance requirement

To open your Kasasa Checking Account, just visit kasasa.com/aspire
888.322.3732
www.aspirefcu.org

*$100 deposited into member share account within 60 days. Must open a Kasasa
Checking Account with full (net check) direct deposit from 9/23/13 to 9/29/13.
Checking account must remain open for 6 months to retain funds. Cannot be
combined with other offers. Restrictions may apply.

tions to Terminal 8 on Wednesday (Aug. 28).
Opened in phases from 2005 until its official
opening in 2007, American’s spacious and
modern $1.3 billion Terminal 8 is the showpiece of its hub there.
Despite the obvious link to the proposed
merger with American, US Airways’ spokesman Todd Lehmacher said that the “move to
JFK was one we wanted to make regardless
of the merger and had been discussed for
some time as necessary for our operation.”
US Airways has only a small presence
at JFK, where it flies to its hubs in Phoenix
and Charlotte with an average of eight daily
departures.
The terminal shift also would move US
Airways away from its Star Alliance partners United, Air Canada and ANA — each
See Airport News page 4
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A Dental Office Like No Other!
Dr. Dmitry Epelboym and Associates have over 20 years of
experience in the newest,
most advanced, implant and
cosmetic dentistry techniques
available today.
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oard Certified Pediatric Dentist Marina Krepkh, D.D.S,
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oard Certified Orthodontist Adam Pristera, D.D.S.
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• 1 hour crowns
• Advanced Dental Laboratory
• Personalized Tooth Shading by a Certified
Dental Technician
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Cosmetic Dentistry Center
7708 4th Avenue, Brooklyn , NY 11209

Call us at 718-491-3100, 718-491-5300, 718-567-7900
Mon 10-7, Tue 10-6, Wed:10-7, Thurs 10-6, Fri 10-6, Sat (every other) 10-6

http://www.cosmeticdentistrycenter.com
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where, a consolidation that will better serve the airport,” said
Sam Donelson, SJTA Acting Executive Director.

From Page 2

of which fly out of JFK’s Terminal 7. That would become a
moot point at JFK, of course, if American and US Airways
win their challenge to the Justice Department suit to block
their merger.

AIRPORTS USE PERKS TO COMPETE
FOR TRAVELERS
When planning a trip, it’s a given to pick up loyalty miles
and points from the airline, hotel and car rental company.
But travelers might be missing out on valuable rewards from
another source: The airport.
More airports are adding their own incentives for freSee Airport News page 5

3 AIRCRAFT HIT WITH LASERS NEAR
NEWARK AIRPORT
Within an hour time span, two aircraft on approach to
Newark Airport were illuminated by Lasers,
In addition, the FAA also reported that a helicopter was
also targeted targeted during the same period, between 9:20
and 10 PM on August 15th. The FAA says the helicopter was
illuminated with a green and white laser at 1,600 feet, about
10 miles south of Newark.
About a half hour later, a Boeing 737 and an Embraer
135 were targeted with a green laser on final approach to the
airport. They were at an altitude of 3,000 feet, one mile east
of Teterboro Airport.
More than 2,200 laser incidents were reported nationally through Aug. 2, including 27 in New Jersey and eight
in Newark. It is a federal crime to aim a laser at an aircraft.
High-powered lasers can incapacitate pilots.

RESCUE AND FIREFIGHTING STATION
OPENS AT ATLANTIC CITY AIRPORT
The Atlantic City International Airport Fire Department
opened its new Airport Rescue
and Firefighting (AARF) complex today, creating a modernized station for responding to
emergencies at the largest airport in South Jersey.
Funded primarily with an
FAA grant, the $15.4M facility created more than 275 con-

struction jobs and was completed less than two years after its
October 2011 groundbreaking. The new, two-level complex
replaces a facility that dates to the mid-1960s.
“As incident response time is crucial, the new FAA funded facility will enable the airport rescue and firefighters the
ability to respond rapidly to any event on the airfield and
throughout the airport complex with state of the art equipment,” said Congressman Frank LoBiondo. The Congressman, Chairman of the Aviation Sub-Committee, advocated
for the necessary FAA funds to construct the modern facility.
The station’s signature large drive-through bays allow
fire trucks and other emergency vehicles immediate access
to the airport’s airfield for quick rescue operations and are
designed to accommodate the next generation of potentially
bigger aircrafts. The airport’s rescue team responds to aircraft emergencies, on-site structural fires, vehicular accidents and medical calls, as well as assisting communities in
Atlantic County on mutual aid calls.
“Safety and security are the airport highest priorities
and this 21st century-ready Airport Rescue and Firefighting complex will help safeguard Atlantic City International
Airport, its travelers and employees for decades to come,’’
said NJDOT Commissioner James S. Simpson. “This new
facility is an early step toward our goal of improving South
Jersey’s premier travel gateway.”
“This new firefighting facility includes an airport emergency operations center that was previously housed else-

EVENTS
• To commemorate the events of 9/11, there
will be a 911 Memorial Service on Wednesday,
Sept. 11 at 12 Noon at the JFK Chapels on the
4th Floor of Terminal 4 JFTIAT”.
• As we reported in the August issue, this is
a reminder to JFK Community that John Jack
Schlossberg, grandson of late President John F.
Kennedy, Jr. will be the featured guest speaker
as the JFK International Airport Chamber of
Commerce marks 50 years since the airport
was renamed in President Kennedy’s honor in
1963.
The commemorative luncheon, to be held on
September 10, 2013 at Russo’s on the Bay in
Howard Beach, NY, will also celebrate another
remarkable milestone: the airport reaching 50
million annual travelers in 2013.
For more information, the JFK Chamber of
Commerce website is www.jfk-airport.org
• After 30 years of dedicated service for the
FBI, SSA Timothy J. Rembijas is retiring. JFK
airport staff is
welcome to join
us for a celebration in his honor.
The date is September 12, 2013,
and the location
is Terrace On The
Park 52-11 111th
Street Flushing,
New York Time:
hors d’oeuvres 6pm dinner - 7pm. The cost of $90.00 includes
cocktail hour, dinner, drinks, and gift. Please
RSVP by September 9, 2013 by contacting
John McKeever - (718)286-7169 Donna Petrolia – (718)286-7196
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quent travelers, including discounted parking, exclusive lounges and bonus airline
miles on in-terminal purchases. It’s a way
for airports to compete against each other as
airline consolidation shifts routes and raises
prices, said Dean Headley, a professor of
marketing at Wichita State University and
co-author of the annual Airline Quality Rating study.
“Airlines offer the service that airports
ultimately have to keep up with,” he said,
“And let’s face it; fliers want convenience,
price and schedule. If they can get a better
deal by driving an hour, they’ll do it.”
Perks are more prevalent among small
regional airports, which often come up short
in such comparisons. “We are seeing a lot
of local airports lose traffic to larger airports
where there’s more service, and therefore
lower fares,” said George Hobica, founder
of AirfareWatchdog.com. “Loyalty programs are the next step in enticing passengers to use their facilities.”
Approaches vary. In July, Bob Hope
Airport in Burbank,Calif., launched an airport-wide loyalty program through affiliate
Thanks Again. Travelers who register an existing debit or credit card with the program
automatically earn extra miles with their
choice of partner airlines when they use the
card at airport retailers.

Since its debut in December 2010, Thanks
Again has developed 43 airport-wide programs, and has participating merchants in
another 128 U.S. airports, said Chief Executive Marc Ellis. “Airports are certainly interested in encouraging passengers to stay and
engage,” he said.
Florida’s Jacksonville International Airport has a “frequent parker program” which,
for a $20 fee, gets participants discounts
at airport businesses and accrues points on
lot fees that can be redeemed for free parking. Gainesville Regional Airport, also in
Florida, offers members of its free Ultimate
Road Warrior Club perks including a separate lounge.

OTG GIVES AIRPORT
TERMINALS A TECH
MAKEOVER
This company aims to make waiting for a
flight more enjoyable with free iPads in air-

port terminals so travelers can surf the Web
and order a snack.
But like airline loyalty, favoring one airport over another isn’t always a sound bet.
Larger hubs are often a better bet for cheap
fares that outstrip the value of rewards, said
Hobica. Avoiding connections is also a smart
move amid increasing flight delays and cancellations. During the first half of 2013, 79.2
percent of flights left on time, down from
84.26 percent in the same period of 2012,
according to the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics.
Ditching the local airport in favor of a
bigger hub could have far-reaching consequences, though, said Headley. Airlines may
scale back or eliminate service if there aren’t
enough passengers at a given airport.
“As a consumer, if you’re thinking about
altering your flying habits, think about how
much you’re willing to support the availability of local air service,” he said. “Would
you rather pay an extra $40 or $50 per ticket
to make sure that airline is there when you
need them?”

TETERBORO AIRPORT HAS
A NEW SISTER
The Port Authority and Biggin Hill Airport Ltd. this week signed a sister airport
agreement that provides for mutual assistance and cooperation in the key areas of
customer service, facilitation, communi-

Aviation Assistant Director Ralph Tragale
(left) and Biggin Hill Airport Ltd. Chairman
Andrew Walters sign the sister airport
agreement at Teterboro Airport
on August 13
cation, security, and safety. Biggin Hill, in
south London, England, serves primarily
corporate and private aircraft, as does its
new sister airport, Teterboro. Deputy Executive Director Bill Baroni said, “New Jersey’s
Teterboro Airport has much to offer and gain
from this special sister airport relationship
with London’s Biggin Hill. Teterboro and
Biggin Hill are leaders in private aircraft
operations and the agency looks forward to
broadening its relationship with London’s
aviation, commercial, and financial entities,
which hopefully will foster learning and
economic growth both here and abroad.
See Airport News page 6
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Desperately needed new airstrips will
not be ready in time for the tournament and
air-traffic plans at crowded airports are still
unresolved, said executives in Sao Paulo this
week for LABACE, the world’s second-largest business aviation conference.
“Brazilians are last-minute sprinters. It is
part of our culture,” said Eduardo Marson,
chairman of Brazil’s general aviation association ABAG. “The investments are coming

BRAZIL BRACES FOR
BUSINESS JET SWARM AT
WORLD CUP
Non-commercial aircraft are expected to
carry one in nine international visitors to the
World Cup in Brazil next year by some estimates, but industry leaders say the country is
unprepared for the oncoming swarm.

much slower than we’d like. It’s too late for
most of them.”
The crunch comes as Brazil races to expand commercial airports already operating
beyond capacity, driving up demand for more
efficient charter flights, but pushing the necessary infrastructure to the back burner.
That means Brazil, whose fleet of private
aircraft is second only to that of the United
States, may have to open its military airstrips

and hangars in order to accommodate all the
jets in town for the 2014 World Cup, Marson
said.
Some 3,000 business aircraft will fill Brazil’s skies during the tournament, according
to the Dubai-based United Aviation Services
(UAS), which books charter flights with over
500 private jet operators globally. Privately
chartered airliners make up less than 5 percent of that estimate.

“In the United States and other developed
economies, most years end with plenty of flu
vaccine left over,” says Dr. Joseph Bresee,
chief of the Epidemiology and Prevention
Branch of the CDC’s Influenza Division.
This vaccine must be destroyed and disposed of.
“About three years ago, drugstore chain
Walgreens, which was also struck by the
amount of vaccine left over annually, approached the CDC about putting the surplus
to use,” explains Bresee.
The CDC reached out to its international
partners to see if any countries were interested in receiving a vaccine donation. Through
a process that determined the best potential
recipients, the CDC selected the Southeast
Asian nation of Laos for the program launch.
In 2012, Deerfield, Ill.-based Walgreens

donated 375,000 doses of surplus vaccine
to Laos. Delivering the vaccine for the program, however, posed a major logistical
challenge.
One challenge was transporting the vaccine from Walgreens’ storage facility in
Louisville, Ky., to Vientiane, the capital of
Laos. From there it had to be disseminated
for use by the Laotian Ministry of Health.
The process was further complicated by the
need to keep the vaccine within a very tight
temperature range throughout transit.
The CDC turned to Atlanta-based expedited carrier and logistics provider UPS
because of the strong working relationship
between Walgreens and UPS.
“The project was a challenge,” admits
Dimitri Zacharenko, manager of temper-

Cargo News
HEALTHCARE
LOGISTICS
GETS A SHOT
IN THE ARM
Keith Biondo
Transporting temperature-sensitive
flu
Keith Biondo
vaccines to developPublisher of
ing countries can be a
Inbound Logistics headache. A logistics
partner that stays cool
under pressure provides a cure.
Influenza, a contagious respiratory illness
caused by viruses, can bring on mild to severe illness—and even death. The best way
to avoid contracting the flu is by getting vaccinated annually, but in low-income and developing countries, administering vaccina-

Precise time and temperature requirements
guided the effort to transport donated
influenza vaccines from the United States
to be administered in Laos.
tions presents a number of challenges, from
education to logistics. In 2010, the federal
government’s Atlanta-based U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
along with a coalition of donors, launched a
program to address vaccine logistics.
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See Cargo News page 7

ROYAL Waste Services, Inc.
Home of the Green Team
• RAMP CLEAN UP
• CUSTOM CARGO CONTAINERS
• METAL RECYCLING WITH REBATE*
• SHRINK WRAP
• FILE REMOVAL & DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION
• SPRING CLEAN UPS
Joe Morra, General Manager
JoeM@royalwaste.com

718-526-2623

GET YOUR OWNER'S ADVANTAGE CARD...

KEEPING AIRPORTS CLEAN AND SAFE IS ALL OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Come in for details.

•

THEN GET THE 5TH OIL CHANGE FREE.

• COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • RESIDENTIAL • DEMOLITION
•

•

WE RECYCLE

676 West Merrick Rd
Valley Stream
1-888-526-5203

92-02 172nd St
Jamaica
1-718-657-5222

*DEPENDING ON VOLUME
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ature-sensitive healthcare solutions, UPS.
“There was no setup to fly the vaccine directly into Laos, so we had to consider outside-the-box solutions that would deliver the
vaccine closest to Laos.”
Because the small, regional aircraft that
flew into Vientiane was not able to carry
cargo containers, UPS had to look elsewhere. The closest appropriate airport was
in Bangkok, Thailand. From there, the carrier orchestrated a 19-hour truck move to
Vientiane.
Typically, shipping into Laos is operationally and logistically prohibitive, with
restrictive Customs and regulatory requirements. Because of the project’s unique nature, however, UPS was able to work around
these obstacles.
“Because we were dealing with the Laos
Ministry of Health, we had the government’s
cooperation in border crossing, and the ability to tender the product directly to the ministry,” notes Zacharenko. “Thankfully, we
didn’t get bogged down in Customs issues
or other government red tape.”
From a technical perspective, the CDC
and UPS had to meet two principal requirements in shipping the vaccines to Vientiane:
temperature and time. First, the vaccine had
to remain at a temperature range within 35.6
degrees to 46.4 degrees Fahrenheit across

the supply chain. That’s a major challenge,
given the summer heat in Southeast Asia.
Second, because influenza programs are
structured in campaigns based on the disease’s seasonality, the vaccine has a strict
time window for arrival—it must be administered before the virus begins to spread. In
this case, time also had to be considered for
internal handling and shipping within Laos.
To meet these needs, UPS tapped its
Temperature True dedicated service, which
is specifically designed to safeguard temperature-sensitive shipments. For pharmaceutical and life sciences manufacturers, it
provides door-to-door transportation of vital
products based on precise, measurable operating procedures, including:
• Protection against temperature excursions using a network of control towers
worldwide to monitor critical milestones.
• Quick response by trained agents to
help mitigate any risk by employing predefined contingency plans.
• Full visibility throughout transit so
stakeholders know where shipments are at
all times.
• Improved compliance supervised by
quality assurance teams instructed in the latest cold-chain procedures.
Temperature True proved to be up to the
task. “The CDC didn’t lose any vaccine,”
says Bresee. “UPS maintained the full shipment at the correct temperature, and deliv-

Pan
American
Training
Institute*

ered it on time. Once the Laotian Ministry of
Health had custody of the vaccine in Vientiane, it took over responsibility for maintaining the required conditions.”
More than 90 percent of the flu vaccine
was administered throughout the country in
about two weeks.

AIR FREIGHT RATES HIT
NEW LOW IN JUNE
Drewry Maritime Research’s East-West
Air Freight Price Index rates slipped by 2.7
points in YTD June to 94.3 points, bringing
the index down to its lowest level since it
was launched it May 2012, according to the
company’s monthly Sea & Air Shipper Insight report.
“We expect air freight pricing to remain
under pressure until the end of this holiday
season, after which carriers are expected to
rein in capacity which should buoy rates,”
said Simon Heaney, research manager at

Drewry, in a written statement.
Despite the fall in air freight pricing, Drewry’s East-West Air Freight Price Multiplier, which measures the relationship between
the cost of shipping by air relative to sea on
east-west trades, rose 1.2 points to 15.3, the
highest level since May 2012.
Meanwhile, ocean container shipping
rates continued to fall compared with previous months, losing 10 percent on east-west
trades in June.

HONG KONG AIRPORT
STILL POSTING STRONG
AIR FREIGHT NUMBERS
Cargo volume in July grew year over
year at Hong Kong International Airport.
Cargo volume was 341,000 tons, growing by 1.9 percent. Flight movements
reached 32,120 – up 7.5 percent compared
See Cargo News page 8

Your First Stop for First-rate
Cargo Training

• IATA Certiﬁed Dangerous Goods Initial, Recurrent and Awareness
• TSA & IAC Known Shipper Program
• Ground Security
• Weight and Balance
• Loadmaster
• Palletization
• Basic Cargo Training
• Advanced Cargo Training

Call Us At

718-244-6789
www.PATIJFK.com
P.O. Box 300929, JFK Station, Jamaica, NY 11430-0929

Bill Puckhaber, Training Director
*Pan American Training Instituteis not afﬁliated Pan American World Airways, Inc.
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to the same month in 2012 – beating the previous record set
in May. Growth in July cargo throughput was mainly driven
by a 5 percent year-over-year growth in exports.
During the month, cargo throughput to and from North
America outperformed other key regions.“In July, HKIA’s
extensive flight destination network was further expanded
with the launch of a twice-weekly service to Ordos, Inner
Mongolia by Air China.
A thrice-weekly Hong Kong-Tainan service was also
introduced by China Airlines, providing more convenient
travel to the Tainan and Chiayi regions of Taiwan,” Stanley
Hui Hon-chung, CEO of Airport Authority Hong Kong, said.
Over the first seven months of 2013, cargo volume grew by
2 percent to 2.3 million tonnes year over year, while flight
movements increased by 5.5 percent to 212,790.

LUFTHANSA COMMITTED TO
PAPERLESS FUTURE
Lufthansa Cargo in Munich took a big step toward a paperless future when the first deliveries without Airway Bills
(AWB) were handled as part of the e-AWB rollout.
A new customer-friendly process is being implemented
in Munich for this, enabling almost all freight to be shipped
from Munich without AWBs, regardless of destination. Once
successfully stabilized, the e-AWB will be extended to more
customers. Numerous forwarders have expressed an interest in being included in this first phase. During this period,
Lufthansa Cargo and customers will work to eliminate any
IT and process challenges.
Volumes are expected to rise to 45 percent by the end of
the year.

AMERICAN AIRLINES LAUNCHES
INDIANAPOLIS CARGO SERVICE
American Airlines Cargo has begun offering full cargo
service in Indianapolis.
“We are very excited to bring a full service cargo facil-

&
HW

MACHINERY
CORPORATION

ity to Indianapolis,” Linda Dreffein, managing director of
cargo sales – Eastern division, said. “The Indianapolis area
is home to many great companies that ship goods around
the world, including pharmaceuticals, printed materials and
automotive parts. Our new full cargo service allows us to
move air shipments faster and more directly to meet customer demand.”
American offers Indianapolis customers nonstop service
to Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicago O’Hare and – beginning Aug.
27 – Los Angeles. Quantem Aviation Services will act as
American’s business partner in Indianapolis.
Earlier this summer, American expanded cargo service at
New York – LaGuardia; Liberia, Costa Rica; San Diego and
Atlanta.

MELBOURNE AIRPORT CARGO
FACILITY UNDERWAY
Melbourne Airport is the leading Australian airport for
airfreight exports, handling more than 40 percent of all airfreight leaving Australia.
The cargo estate is scheduled to be completed in September and will add about 2,000 square meters (21,528 square
feet) of warehouse space. It’s occupied by Panalpina and
ABR Aviation Services. The project also includes the extension of Airside Road, providing direct access to the airfield
from the new estate.
In addition, construction on the extension of Airport
Drive, which will create a new entrance to Melbourne Air-

MACHINE SHOP SERVICE SINCE 1946

127-08 91st AVENUE, RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418
PHONE: 718.847.9380/FAX: 718.847.1228
Our specialties include:
• Precision Lathe & Milling Machine Work • New or Repaired Rollers & Shafts • All
Types of Gear Cutting • O.E.M. • Expert Fabricating • Gear Box Rebuilding • Motor
& Pump Repair

Industries we serve:
• Manufacturing • Printing • Corrugated Box • Laundry • Food • Recycling • Bakery
• Heavy Equipment & Roll Off Container • Airline & Air Freight Industry

EMERGENCY REPAIRS ON ALL TYPES OF MACHINERY.
We can repair or replace any type of machine part immediately with our large
inventory of material and highly skilled staff.
Buisness Hours: Monday - Friday 7:00am - 4:30pm, Saturday 7:00am - 11:00am

WWW.HWMACHINERY.US

port, will begin shortly. This project will improve ground
transport access in and around the airport’s precinct. A new
road will provide access to Melbourne Airport’s southern
precinct including the business park and freight areas.

FAA FOLLOWS MAY
RECOMMENDATION FOR WEIGHT
AND BALANCE CONTROL PROGRAM
The FAA has released a Safety Alert For Operators (SAFO) to
recommend tie-down procedures
for restraint of special cargo
loads.
In SAFO 13005, dated
5/17/2013, the FAA recommended each part 121 air carrier
review its approved weight and
balance control program with
emphasis on heavy vehicle special cargo loads. Upon further discussion/review of operators’ procedures, the FAA recommends an in-depth review
of weight and balance, cargo loading documents or both
with emphasis on special cargo loads other than Unit Load
Device (ULD) cargo.
The FAA recommends that air carriers review their
Weight and Balance manual and cargo loading documents
to ensure adherence to the manufacturers’ FAA-approved
Weight and Balance manual or supplemental type certificate
(STC) supplement. The review is to verify that over-simplified procedure substitutions are not used by the air carrier for
securing special cargo load.
The manual must state the policy and provide procedures
to determine the intended reaction load for each tie down to
ensure sufficient special load restraint for flight loads. This
review is to ensure:
• Only the manufactures’ FAA-approved Weight and Balance manual or STC supplement authorized airplane tiedown locations are used.
• Only the manufactures’ FAA-approved Weight and Balance manual or STC supplement authorized seat track locations are used.
• The method of determining the number of straps required to secure a load by dividing the payload weight by a
reduced strap allowable is not recommended. This method
does not reflect the strength, or lack of, the actual vehicle or
airplane attach point.
• The straps are only effective for the direction(s) of force
for which that strap is restraining the cargo.
• Each strap is secured to the special cargo load. The
method of looping a strap through a vehicle tie-down results
in the capability of each leg of the strap being reduced to the
weaker of the two strap tie-down attachment points on the
airplane.
See Cargo News page 9
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• Must ensure the tie-down points and capability are defined for the special load and airplane.
Questions or comments concerning this SAFO can be directed to Steven Fox, P.E., FAA Senior Aerospace Engineer,
Airframe Branch, Seattle Aircraft Certification Office.

FRONTIER DROPS CARGO TO FOCUS
ON PASSENGERS
Effective Monday 30 September 2013, US domestic carrier Frontier Airlines will no longer operate a cargo service.
The
announcement, which was
made via the carrier’s
website, heralds the
end of a cargo service
with a significant
presence in the US.
Although primarily a
domestic operation,
Frontier Cargo services all points of the
compass in the lower 49 states. In total it counts, or counted,

35 airports across 21 states among its cargo clientelle.
Alongside its domestic operation, the carrier has international partners, which expands its reach to over 100 destinations worldwide. The carrier’s senior manager for cargo,
charters and catering, Roger Welch, was unable to provide
comment. However, a spokesperson for the carrier says:
“Recently we announced that we will be discontinuing our
cargo program. Our cargo service is not our primary business. This was simply a business decision to focus on our
passenger service.” The spokesperson also adds that Frontier Airlines will not be offering any ad-hoc cargo services
through its charter division.
Travel industry analyst and strategist at Hudson Crossing, Henry Harteveldt, says: “Airlines, like all businesses,
operate on a ‘pendulum’. For now, Frontier’s pendulum has
swung in the direction of eliminating its cargo business. It
is possible that, at some point in the future, Frontier’s management may re-examine this and opt to re-enter the cargo
business.”

the first half of 2013 were up by 14 percent year over year.
Supply chain management volumes grew by 10 percent,
while sea-freight decreased by 1 percent.“In weak markets,
we continue to invest in building the future with special
focus on expanding our geographical coverage and rolling out our new global freight management system,” CEO
Rolf Habben-Jansen said. “This is needed to enable future
growth and to optimize our cost to serve. We will start seeing
the benefits from this later this year and expect to see solid
year-on-year improvements in the results from Q4 2013 onwards.” In the upcoming quarters, Damco does not anticipate a major improvement in the market situation.

DAMCO SEES INCREASED
AIRFREIGHT VOLUMES
Global freight forwarder Damco’s airfreight volumes in

Aviation News
BOEING WIDEBODIES TOP POLL OF
FLIERS’ FAVORITE PLANES
In a survey of more than 1,000 fliers by Airfarewatchdog,
the most loved airplane is the relatively new Boeing 777 (25
percent) followed by the even larger Boeing 747 (18 percent) and Airbus A380 (16 percent). Fliers prefer wide-body
aircraft and mostly those made by Chicago-based Boeing,
according to a
new poll.
“The 777 is
not only newer,
but it affords a
sense of spaciousness that
even the larger
747
doesn’t
have,”
said
George Hobica, founder of
Boeing Wide Body
Airfarewatchdog. However,
he said it was interesting that the A380, despite not being
common, was nearly as popular as the much more familiar
747. That may be due to the fact that the A380 is much quieter in flight, “perhaps the quietest ride in the sky,” he said.
The touted Boeing 787 Dreamliner, which is made mostly of composite materials and contains many passengerpleasing amenities, came in fourth, with 8 percent. Hobica
surmised that the negative publicity about the Dreamliner’s
problems with overheating batteries this year might have
hurt its ranking, along with the fact that relatively few people have flown on one. Among U.S. carriers, Chicago-based
United Airlines is the only airline to operate Dreamliners. It
has six.
The workhorse Boeing 737 came in fifth, at 7 percent.
According to the poll, rankings of other aircraft were Boeing 767, 7 percent; Boeing 757, 5 percent; Airbus A320/312,
4 percent; Airbus 330, 4 percent; Embraer 190, 3 percent;
Airbus A340, 2 percent; Boeing 717, 2 percent; Embraer
195, 1 percent. “Other” aircraft garnered 4 percent.

BOEING MAKES ROOM FOR THE MAX
Boeing said it has freed up a large floor space inside its
737 assembly plant in Renton that, after further chess-like
moves, will provide room for a dedicated 737 MAX final
assembly line in 2015.
Nine structurally complete wings were moved out into
a newly cleared space inside the adjacent wing fabrication
building. Several other wings with their systems all but
ready were left behind, ready to go on the airplanes.
The space now free, an area beside the second 737 assembly line, will be used to build six new fuselage systems
installation stalls in front of three such stalls already there.

Preparatory work has already begun prior to tearing up
the floor and putting in supports for the fixed jigs that will
hold the fuselages in place.
Once those are ready, the fuselage systems installation
positions beside the first 737 assembly line in an adjacent
building will be dismantled, clearing the floor space to build
the dedicated MAX assembly line.
The new 737 MAX is set to begin final assembly in 2015,
to have its first flight in 2016 and to enter service with Southwest in fall 2017.
See Aviation News page 10

JFK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

COUNTRY CLUB

32 Oak Lane • Old Brookville NY 11545 • • 516.759.1600

CHECK-IN AT 10:00 AM — BRUNCH AT 10:30 AM
SHOTGUN START AT 12:30 PM -LUNCH ON THE COURSE 1:00-4:00 PM
COCKTAIL HOUR 5:30 PM — DINNER AT 6:30 PM

GOLF & DINNER $250 pp -DINNER ONLY $90 pp.

MANY SPONSORSHIPS AVIALABLE – (BEAUTIFUL T– FLAGS ONLY $200)
CALL OUR CHAIRMAN—”FRANK FESTA” FJC SECURITY SERVICES TODAY
FOR DETAILS AND REGISTRATION VISIT OUR WEB SITE:

www.jfk-airport.org
Call Frank Festa @718-244-1400 ext 105 or Rudy 917-945-8888
Payment must be received by September 21, 2013
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BRITISH AIRWAYS
SHOWCASES DREAMLINER
TO ROLLS-ROYCE
EMPLOYEES
British Airways has showcased its most
technologically advanced aircraft, the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, to enthusiasts in Derby,
Newcastle and Edinburgh.
Earlier today more than a thousand RollsRoyce workers became plane spotters as
the 787, fitted with Rolls-Royce Trent 1000
engines, flew 1,000 feet over the company’s
Derbyshire site, side-by-side with a Spitfire,
to thank staff for designing and building the
engines.
British Airways’ first 787 pilot, senior
first officer Mitch Preston said: “It was a
huge thrill to fly our newest Boeing aircraft
alongside one with such history, and over the
factory where the aircraft engines for British
Airways 787s and A380s were made. “We
didn’t realize so many Rolls Royce staff
would be coming out to watch – we could
see them all from 1,000 feet!”
Shortly afterwards, the aircraft landed at
Newcastle International Airport, where regional media, invited guests and British Airways’ staff from nearby Bamburgh Court offices were given tours of the cabin. Richard
Tams, British Airways’ head of UK & I sales
and marketing said: “We’re very excited to
have flown our new Boeing 787 Dreamliner
into Newcastle International Airport, which
hundreds of thousands of our customers
use every year to transfer onto international
flights at Heathrow.
“Our customers in the north of England
are hugely important to us, and we wanted
them to be among the first to see the new
aircraft and to learn about all the benefits it
brings.”

DOJ CONFOUNDS AVIATION
INDUSTRY WITH SURPRISE
BLOCK OF MERGER
The shareholders of American Airlines
and US Airways must wonder what hit them.
The same antitrust gnomes who waved

through the mergers of Delta and Northwest, as well as United and Continental, are
now trying to block the creation of a merged
competitor. The Airlines can be forgiven if
they feel aggrieved by arbitrary antitrust enforcement.
The Delta-Northwest and United-Continental combines had about the same amount
of route overlap as do American Airlines
and US Airways. And the merger of lowcost competitors Southwest Airlines and
AirTran, which Justice also allowed, had
more overlap.
Out of the more than 900 domestic routes
that American and US Airways fly, there
are merely 12 nonstop overlaps, nearly all
of them between their hubs. In the U.S.,
American flies to 48 cities not served by US
Airways, and US Airways flies to 64 that
American doesn’t. Their networks are largely complementary, so combining the two
would help them compete in more markets.
Yet the Justice Department conjures
1,043 overlapping routes where American
and US Airways compete head-to-head by
including connections and counting “city
pairs,” or a passenger’s arrival and departure
destinations regardless of stops or layovers.
This is the old Justice antitrust trick of defining a monopoly by first defining “the relevant market” (in Justice’s words) so it looks
monopolized.
Market share data is an old antitrust favourite to measure; yet that also isn’t persuasive. A combined American and US Airways would have about 25% of the market
for domestic seats, just ahead of Delta and
Southwest.
As for international travel, the two airlines
seeking to merge have struggled to compete
for global corporate business against the extensive international networks of Delta and
United-Continental. As a combined entity,
American and US Airways could leverage
their position in the U.S. market to create
more international competition. Doesn’t the
U.S. want three globally competitive U.S.
airlines?
The government lawyers are specifically
alarmed about control over slots at Reagan
National, a single airport in a single city. US

Airways now has 55% of takeoff and landing slots at Reagan, and the merged company would have 69%. But American and
US Airways would still only enjoy about
25% market share if the Washington market
is appropriately defined to include not only
Reagan, but also Dulles and BWI, which is
between Washington and Baltimore.
All of this suggests that Justice’s real motivation is that airlines are finally profitable
again, which must mean something nefarious is going on. Assistant Attorney General
for antitrust William Baer declared this
week that “neither airline needs this merger
to succeed.” Since when is that a standard
for antitrust law, and how would he know?
In 2001, Justice blocked the planned
merger of U.S. Airways and United because
the antitrust seers claimed the deal would reduce service, raise prices and limit competition. By the end of 2002, both airlines were
in Chapter 11, which was hardly a boon to
competition.
If one of the giants charges monopoly prices on a route, a stronger player is
more likely to compete than a weaker one.
Healthy companies have the capital to field
a modern fleet capable of comfortable, reliable service. Neither travelers nor taxpayers
are served by arbitrary antitrust enforcement
that mistakes profits for monopoly pricing.

FAA FINALIZES
WORKPLACE SAFETY
RULES FOR FLIGHT
ATTENDANTS
The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) said on that it was finalizing new
work place safety rules that would grant
Department of Labor worker protections to
flight attendants.
Under the new rules, the Labor Department’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) would regulate safety
concerns that could arise for flight attendants
during their work shifts that are currently not
managed by the FAA. Flight attendants had
complained that they were not being giving
protections that were granted to workers in
other lines of employment.

*UHDW 9DOXH
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Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx
framed the finalization of the flight attendant
rules as a victory for safety.
“Safety is our number one priority – for
both the traveling public and the dedicated
men and women who work in the transportation industry,” Foxx said in a statement. “It’s
important that cabin crewmembers on our
nation’s airlines benefit from OSHA protections, including information about potential
on-the-job hazards and other measures to
keep them healthy and safe.”
The OSHA rules will regulate the amount
of noise and chemicals that flight attendants
are exposed to.
The development of OSHA safety standards for flight crews was part of the $63
billion funding bill for the agency that was
passed by lawmakers at the beginning of
2012. The bill, which was dubbed the “the
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of
2012,” included a host of changes Congress
instructed the FAA to make in exchange for
its budget appropriation. The changes were
cheered by unions who represent flight attendants.
“AFA flight attendants have been forceful
advocates for OSHA protections. We appreciate the efforts of FAA and OSHA to bring
workplace safety and health standards into
the cabin,” Association of Flight AttendantsCWA President Veda Shook said in a statement. “This change will improve the working conditions of tens of thousands of flight
attendants while benefiting the millions of
passengers who travel on commercial flights
every day.”

COULD AIRLINE MERGERS
ACTUALLY INCREASE
COMPETITION?
The government’s intervention to block
the merger of American Airlines and U.S.
Airways was “an interesting story in an otherwise dull August,” said Joe Terril, president of Terril & Co. in St. Louis.
“The government’s theory is, ‘Let’s reject it because it will reduce competition,’”
Terril said in an interview Tuesday. “I would
See Aviation News page 11
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argue that if you don’t let them merge, they
will go broke.
“Let them merge so they can compete
against Delta and Southwest,” he said. “If
you don’t, there will be less competition
because American and U.S. Air will disappear.”
Terril said that the government’s stand
ignores other forms of competition, such
as video conferences, which can substitute
for business travel, and Skyping, which can
be a low-cost alternative to a flight to visit
Aunt Mabel. “There are other kinds of competition besides how many gates there are at
Reagan National,” Terril said.

BOEING SECRETLY TESTING
NEW AUTOMATION FOR
777X
Inside a boat warehouse in Anacortes,
Boeing is quietly setting up tests of new advanced automation methods for building its
soon-to-be-launched 777X jet. Everett has a
detailed plan to build the entire
Boeing has leased space in a former
boat-manufacturing plant on Fidalgo Bay
in Anacortes to test automated techniques
that could be used in building the upcoming
777X.
At a secret facility in Anacortes, more
than 40 miles north of Boeing’s widebody-jet plant in Everett, a small group of
engineers next month will begin testing advanced automation methods for building the
soon-to-be-launched 777X jet.
The hush-hush project reveals Boeing
intends to dramatically change the way the
plane’s metal hull is built, reducing manual
labor on that task while ramping up the overall production rate.
“We’re going to build the fuselage differently than we do now,” said a senior Boeing
engineer familiar with details of the plan.
“We’re going to introduce a whole lot of automation.”
Meanwhile, in a nerve-wracking process
that could either boost or bust future manufacturing in the Puget Sound region, Boeing
is still weighing various plans for where to
put 777X manufacturing — including Everett, alternative company facilities and nonBoeing sites.

One option being weighed: Do everything in Everett
Another: Outsource to Japan the fabrication of the fuselage sections, now done in

Everett.
Boeing spokesman Mike Tull declined to
discuss what’s going on inside the Anacortes
facility. Regarding location of 777X manufacturing, he cautioned that “we really are
studying all of our options, and no decisions
have been made yet.”
The 777X, a major update to Boeing’s
successful, large wide-body twinjet, features
composite plastic wings and new fuel-efficient engines but retains the 777’s aluminum
fuselage. It’s due to enter service by the end
of the decade.
The metal fuselage panels today are made
in Japan, then shipped to Everett. A person
with knowledge of discussions between
Boeing and Mitsubishi said the two companies have studied the possibility of the 777X
fuselage sections being built in Japan.
However, that outcome may be a longshot for the Japanese. The senior Boeing
engineer said the company would be loath
to outsource the innovation that’s brewing in
Anacortes.
“There is a competition to win the business,” the senior engineer said, but “the Everett team thinks it has a plan that will be
successful.”

Bombardier rolls first CSeries out of paint
shop.

BOMBARDIER ROLLS OUT
C SERIES
Montreal-based Bombardier says that it
will release more pictures and a video on 23
August.
The long awaited and often delayed rollout of Bombardier’s C Series Commercial
Aircraft has finally happened.
The roll-out came shortly after Transport
Canada updated airspace restrictions around
Mirabel airport for the C Series flight test
program thath extended the initial window
to 22-months from this August through
May 2015, in an Aeronautical Information
Products (AIP) Canada update released by
NAV Canada dated today. The airspace restrictions were previously scheduled for 18
months from May through November 2014.
Bombardier maintains - as it has for the
past few weeks - that first flight will occur in
the “coming weeks”.
The aircraft, a CS100 known as FTV-1,
began low-speed taxi tests on 16 August and
See Aviation News page 16
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is expected to begin high-speed taxi tests
shortly.

MITSUBISHI DELAYS
REGIONAL JET DELIVERY
TO 2017
Mitsubishi Aircraft will push back the
initial deliveries of its regional jet to mid2017 due to
problems with
procuring engines, the Nikkei
business
daily reported
on Thursday.
The Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ), Japan’s
first commercial aircraft in half a century,
was set to start being delivered to customers
in 2015.
The Nikkei said the company was fac-

ing delays in engine deliveries from Pratt &
Whitney. A Mitsubishi Aircraft spokesman
declined to comment on the Nikkei report.
Mitsubishi Aircraft already has 165 firm orders for the MRJ. The company has pushed
back the jet’s test flight and delivery schedule twice so far.
The aircraft, which has 70-90 seats, has
a list price of USD$42 million. It aims to
compete with jets made by Embraer and
Bombardier. The first delivery of the jet, developed at a cost of USD$1.9 billion, will go
to Japanese airline ANA.

ANA HOLDINGS
PURCHASES PAN AM
INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT
ACADEMY
ANA Holdings, parent company of All
Nippon Airways Co., has completed the purchase of Miami, Fla.-based Pan Am Interna-

tional Flight Academy and Pan Am Holdings. Former owner American Capital sold
Pan Am, which it has held in its portfolio
since 2006, in an agreement reached Friday.
ANA plans to expand Pan Am into Asia
by providing training to other Asian airlines,
partner firms and subsidiaries. With air
travel expected to double within the next 30
years, and much of the growth occurring in
Asia, the company is poised to capture opportunities and create an additional source of
steady revenue for the airline.
All Nippon Airways plans to expand Pan
Am into Asia by providing training to other
Asian airlines, partner firms and subsidiaries. With air travel expected to double within
the next 30 years, and much of the growth
occurring in Asia, the company is poised to
capture opportunities and create an additional source of steady revenue for the Airline.
Pan Am CEO, Mr. Vito Cutrone states,
“This is a very exciting time for Pan Am. We
feel certain that working with our new own-

Pan Am Flight Academy, Florida
ers at ANA will bring new and profitable opportunities for Pan Am’s continued growth,
and particularly new opportunities for the
employees of Pan Am.”

Airline News
JETBLUE TO INTRODUCE
FIRST CLASS
JetBue will be adding swanky, new premium seats on popular New York to California routes to keep loyal customers from
flying other carriers, said CEO Dave Barger.
“We know that there are customers who are

very loyal to JetBlue who weren’t flying
us ... from New York to San Francisco and
LAX [Los Angeles International Airport]
because of the lack of a premium product.”
Starting next year, the all-coach, discount
airline plans to offer 16 lie-flat seats on
those flights, which are the most profitable
and highly contested domestic markets for

SPOTLESS CAR WASH
and QUICK LUBE
with CONDUIT CAR CARE

124-15 Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone Park, NY 11420

718-529-9477
$

5.00 OFF

Full Service Oil Change
New Oil Filter, GTX Oil, Top Off of all
Fluids and 14 Point Safety Check.
Includes Full Service Car Wash
With Coupon Expires 201

$

5.00 OFF
V.I.P.

Interior or Exterior
Wash
With Coupon Expires /201

$

20.00 OFF

Complete Detail
Wax, Compound, Shampoo,
Armor All, Etc.
With Coupon Expires 201

Business Hours: Mon-Sat 7am-9pm, Sunday 7AM-7PM Car Wash Open 24/7

British Airways’ intercontinental routes
that are part of the interline agreement include Boston-London Heathrow, New York/
JFK-London City Airport, New York/JFKLondon Heathrow, New York/JFK-Paris
Orly, Orlando-London Gatwick and Washington/Dulles-London Heathrow.
Tickets can be purchased through British
Airways.
airlines, with first- and business-class tickets
frequently selling for $4,000 round trip.
Barger said in a “Squawk Box” interview
that passengers on these routes will “pay for
that seat as opposed to being upgraded in
the seat based on loyalty programs.” JetBlue
said the seats will debut on its new Airbus
A321 planes in the second quarter of 2014.
The planes will have 16 in the front cabin
and 143 regular seats in the back. Four of
the premium seats will have doors and are
being marketed as “private suites” similar to
what Dubai-based Emirates and Singapore
Airlines offer their top customers.
JetBlue Airways links with British Airways
In other JetBlue news, JetBlue Airways,
and British Airways have announced an interline agreement. The deal will connect the
carriers’ networks at New York’s John F.
Kennedy International Airport, Boston Logan International Airport, Orlando International Airport and Washington Dulles International Airport, creating new possibilities
for travelers.
This marks the first partnership between
JetBlue and British Airways, and the 25th
airline agreement for JetBlue.
The carriers initially plan to interline on
18 daily transatlantic British Airways flights,
more than 50 US routes on the JetBlue network and more than 100 British Airways
routes beyond London.

Courtesy Delta Airlines

DELTA USES WINDOWS
PHONES ON FLIGHTS
Delta is the latest customer for Microsoft
Windows Phones. The airline is equipping
19,000 flight attendants with Nokia Lumia
820 handsets with a commitment to upgrade
to newer Lumias over the next three years.
Still not seeing too many people using
Windows Phone? You will if you take a
flight on Delta: The airline announced on
Thursday that all 19,000 of the company’s
flight attendants will have a Windows Phone
on board.
Each flight attendant will carry a Nokia
Lumia 820 with AT&T service, but they
won’t be making calls from the sky or checking their Facebook pages at 40,000 feet. The
handsets will use Wi-Fi and LTE mainly for
these customer services thanks to software
See Airline News page 13
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from Avanade on the Microsoft Dynamics
for Retail mobile point-of sale platform:
This isn’t a one-time deal either. As part
of Delta’s agreement, the airline will upgrade the handsets to Nokia’s newest devices over the next three years. It’s not clear if
that’s a one-time upgrade or several upgrade
cycles, but it’s a nice little boon for Nokia.
The news coincides with another bright
spot: Microsoft Windows Phone has moved
from fourth to second place in Latin America for the second quarter of 2013. Microsoft
announced the accomplishment on Wednesday, citing the latest figures from research
firm IDC.

AFFORDABLE HEALTH
CARE NOT SO AFFORDABLE
FOR DELTA

million lodge, restarting a project it shut
down during the depths of the recession in
2008.
With 196 rooms and 115,000 square feet,
the hotel should be open in early 2015, JetBlue CEO Dave Barger told the Orlando
Sentinel in an interview Monday. The lodge
will be for employees attending JetBlue
University, an educational facility on the
northeast corner of airport property.

Barger also said JetBlue intends to hire
up to 50 people for a reservations center at
the university. The jobs would pay between
$9 and $14 an hour. The center is supposed
to open by mid-November and, Barger said,
should employ up to 500 people within five
years.
JetBlue already has a call center in Salt
Lake City, but wants a second one in the eastern part of the country as a backup. Barger

said he also is looking for more reservation
workers who can speak Spanish as JetBlue
pursues more flights in the Caribbean.
The third-busiest carrier at Orlando International, JetBlue has spent $110 million on
facilities at the airport, including the university and a facility for its in-flight, LiveTV
entertainment subsidiary.
See Airline News page 14

Take Your Career to the Next Level:
Vaughn Master’s Degree in Airport Management
With a master of science degree in airport management
from Vaughn College, you’ll gain the skills you need to
succeed in today’s airport industry.

Delta Air Lines expects Obamacare will
cost it $100 million in 2014 and warned the
law will “provide real challenges for both
our company and our employees,” according to a letter it sent in June to the Obama
Administration.
The Atlanta Business Chronicle reported
Atlanta-based United Parcel Service planned
to drop 15,000 spouses from its medical plan
due to Obamacare. The story went viral and
was picked up by Drudge Report.
According to Delta’s letter, the Affordable Care Act is “anything but business as
usual.” Due to Obamacare regulations, Atlanta-based Delta said it faces $10 million in
new reinsurance fees, $14 million to cover
employees’ children until age 26, $14 million related to the individual mandate provisions and other costs.
“...make no mistake -- the costs imposed
on Delta and our employees are very real and
they are escalating,” the letter reads. “The
costs mentioned above, when combined
with normal medical inflation and the end
of the ERRP program mean that the cost of
providing health care to our employees will
increase by nearly $100 million next year.
Delta will have to absorb the vast majority
of that increase in costs so that we continue
providing a high value, quality health plan,
but some of it will have to be shared with our
employees as well. And of course, the balance that the company pays simply means
less left over for other investments that make
our business stronger.”

One of the only programs of its kind in the Northeast,
Vaughn’s master’s program was created for the airport
management industry–by the airport industry–to give you:
» The solid, diverse curriculum today’s industry
demands, including courses in economics, human
resource management, airport planning and
operations, security, safety–and more.
» A schedule that works with your schedule. With
night and weekend classes, part-time and full-time
options and personal attention from accomplished,
experienced faculty, at Vaughn you can earn your
degree–while you live your life.
» Solid industry connections,
because what you gain outside
the classroom environment is
equally as important as what
you learn within it.

Visit www.vaughn.edu.

JETBLUE UNIVERSTY
BEGINS “UNIVERSITY”
PROJECT
JetBlue Airways is clearing ground near
Orlando International Airport to build a $25

By this time next year, you could be ready to
take on the airport’s toughest challenges.
Start now: visit www.vaughn.edu or call
866.6VAUGHN to speak with a graduate advisor.

86-01 23rd Avenue, Flushing, NY 11369
1-866-6VAUGHN s www.vaughn.edu
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The low-cost carrier first announced its
lodge plan in 2006 and even held a ceremonial groundbreaking, but quickly delayed
construction as fuel prices soared and air
travel fell throughout the industry. A publicly traded company, JetBlue was coming off
consecutive quarterly losses as well.
But JetBlue, based in Long Island, N.Y.,
has recovered and returned to a growth
mode. It is trading at roughly $6.30 a share
on the NASDAQ, about a dollar below its
yearly high and a $1.50 above its annual low.
Barger said the lodge will be important
for the camaraderie of JetBlue employees.
They will be able to eat and sleep there,
which will be within walking distance of the
training center, which, among other things,
holds flight simulators. Pilots in training
could stay at the lodge for as many as six
weeks, while other crew members could
check out within three weeks. “Culture is
just so important,” Barger said. “Today, you
lose everybody to the local hotels.”
The lodge would have four stories in the
room tower, but otherwise would stand twoand-a-half floors tall. It would feature a fullservice kitchen with a fitness center with a
pool, softball field and basketball court and
meeting rooms on each floor to encourage
group studies.
Orlando International Director Phil
Brown said he was heartened by Barger’s
announcement.
“As the economy in Central Florida expands, we welcome the opportunity to work
with JetBlue as they invest in a training-support facility at their world-class complex at
Orlando International Airport,” Brown said
in an email.

ANA TO EXPAND FLIGHT
SCHEDULE
ANA Group is set to expand capacity on
routes between Japan, Asia and North America in a modification to its international and
domestic air transportation plan for second
half of FY2013.
This expansion will allow the airline to

Courtesy of ANA

capitalise on the strong demand for travel to
Japan and for flights between Asia and North
America.
On international routes, ANA Group is
preparing for the second round of additional
takeoff and landing slots for international
routes at Haneda Airport. In addition, the
airline is increasing the frequency of flights
on routes to North America and expanding
supply capacity on Asian routes, in line with
its strategy to absorb increasing demand for
flights to Japan and flights between Asia and
North America, transiting in Japan.
These service enhancements will make
it more convenient for ANA passengers to
travel both domestically and internationally
and will improve ANA’s standing as a fullservice carrier, further enhancing the Company’s competitive edge.

XIAMEN AIRLINES
COMMITS TO BOEING 787’S
Chinese carrier Xiamen Airlines has finalized a long-awaited deal for six Boeing
787 aircraft worth $1.27 billion at list prices,
allowing it to begin long-haul services to the
United States and Europe in 2014.
The airline’s parent, China Southern Airlines Co Ltd , said in May 2011 that it had
signed a letter of agreement for the six aircraft, but the deal was held up pending approval from the Chinese government. That
came this week, according to sources familiar with the deal. “We’ve confirmed the
order. The first jet will be delivered on July
25 next year,” said Xiamen Airlines spokes-

Anthony’s Flowers

Your Neighborhood Florist

Est 1952, Family owned and operated Florist
Serving the community & Airline industry
for over 50 years!

Flowers For All Occasions
Fruit Baskets • Cookie Trays
• Plants For Your Home or Ofﬁce
• Specializing in Funeral Arrangements
126-14 Rockaway Blvd.
South Ozone Park, NY 11420

(718) 529-1780
Fax: (718) 845-5767
All Credit Cards Accepted
We Deliver - Flowers Sent Worldwide

woman Shen Zikun. Boeing Co declined to
comment.
Xiamen, which is a member of the SkyTeam alliance, is one of only a handful of
all-Boeing aircraft operators. It flies its Boeing 737s and 757s on domestic routes and
regional services to Northeast and Southeast
Asia.
It plans to use the 787s to launch longhaul services from its home in Xiamen in the
southeastern Fujian province which is one of
China’s fastest growing economic zones. It
has not yet confirmed the U.S. and European
destinations it will serve.
Airport congestion and increasing demand for point-to-point connections mean
that these airlines and their subsidiaries are
looking at other cities to serve as ports of
entry into China.
This makes China a highly lucrative market for larger twin-aisle passenger aircraft
like the Boeing 777 and 787 and the Airbus
A330 and A350, that can cover the long distances, according to officials from both aircraft makers.

Image courtesy of Southwest Airlines

GAVIN DEGRAW
SERENADES AIRLINE
PASSENGERS AT 35,000
FEET
Gavin DeGraw sang really, really high on
a recent Southwest flight....literally. He serenaded passengers aboard a Southwest Airlines flight from Phoenix to Los Angeles...
while the plane was 35,000 feet in the air.
Gavin was participating in Southwest’s
“Live at 35” program, which features artists

singing for passengers during a flight. He
and a few of his band members took over the
plane’s P.A. system for renditions of his new
single, “Best I Ever Had,” as well as his hit
“Not Over You.” According to DailyBreeze.
com , many of the passengers admitted that
they’d never heard of Gavin before, but the
experience turned them into fans, despite the
less-than-ideal acoustics on board the plane.
Afterwards, Gavin posted on Facebook,
“ Flying 35,000 feet never sounded so good.
Thank you Southwest Airlines! “ He also
retweeted the videos and photographs of the
event posted by all his new fans.

ALLEGIANT ADDS
EIGHTEEN ROUTES
Las Vegas-based Allegiant Air is adding
18 new routes later this year, including 10
cities new to the airline’s map, and said it
will serve more cities than any other lowcost carrier.
None of the new routes are to or from
McCarran International Airport.
In adding its 99th U.S. city to the system,
Allegiant will focus on the New York City
area, where the airline will fly from Elmira,
Stewart and Syracuse, N.Y., to the Tampa
Bay area’s St. Pete-Clearwater International
Airport, and from Islip, N.Y., on Long Island to Punta Gorda Airport in southwestern
Florida.
Allegiant also is adding flights to Orlando’s Sanford International Airport and to
Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport in Arizona.
New flights begin in October, November
and December.

MEXICO’S INTERJET
UNVEILS SUKHOI
SUPERJET
Mexican airline Interjet is set to become
the first Western operator of Sukhoi’s SuperJet SSJ100 during July. The first of 20 aircraft it has on order arrived from Russia in
Interjet colors at last week’s Paris Air Show,
before heading to the Venice, Italy headquarters of the airframer’s SuperJet Interna-

JFK COMPUTER SYSTEM SPECIALIST
for your business or home.
Looking for an IT specialist near JFK for your business or home? Call Igor, an IT consultant with
16 years of IT management experience in the airline industry. Igor and his team have expertise in
most areas of IT management, including:
Computer/ server/printer/hardware. Windows OS/Software installation and repair.
Data migration and recovery. Password recovery.
Virus and malware removal
Server and network installation
Cisco & SonicWall: Firewall/Router/Switch/Call manager conﬁguration and support
Email Exchange and Citrix XenApp installation and maintenance

Phone: 917-922-8729 Email: JFKComps@gmail.com
Testimonial: “Igor did a great job installing our computers and servers for us. The
quality of his delivered product, combined with his professionalism and work ethic, met
all of our expectations. We’d recommend him to anyone.” ~Bill P, CEO Airport Press
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tional joint venture with Alenia Aermacchi.
There it will undergo final preparations for
delivery to Mexico, with a second SSJ100
due to follow just a few days behind it.
SuperJet International CEO Nazario Cau-

BRADENBURG AIRPORT
SIGNS UP FIRST AIRLINE

ceglia said that the first delivery to a Western customer is a key breakthrough for the
Russian-made airliner. The first aircraft had
been scheduled to reach Interjet late last
year, but delays involving the cabin interior installation pushed that milestone to the
right by about six months. Cauceglia emphasized, however, that the aircraft will be with
the customer in time for the start of its busy
season.

Germania Fluggesellschaft will become
the first airline to operate from the much-delayed Berlin Brandenburg Airport, the two
companies announced Friday.
“As an airline based in Berlin, we have
a strong interest that the new airport will
be open soon,” CCO Oliver Pawel said in
a statement. As a first step, the carrier will
switch operations from Berlin Tegel to Berlin Schoenefeld airport as of Nov. 1 and
plans to start later from the Pier Nord (North
Pier).
The move should help Berlin Brandenburg launch operations as soon as possible.
A new Germania timetable will be announced later.

Germania operates from Berlin to Adana (Turkey), Beirut (Lebanon) and Skopje
(Macedonia) as well as charter flights to the
Canary Islands, Egypt and the Middle East.
Its subsidiary, Germania Technik Brandenburg, has a maintenance facility at Berlin
Schoenefeld.
Earlier this month, it has been reported
the new Berlin Brandenburg Airport could
start minor operations in the first half of next
year with about 10 flights per day, handling
around 1,500 passengers daily. The airport,
which was originally planned to open in
October 2011, has been delayed four times,
mostly recently in early 2012 because of
construction problems.

PLANE VANILLA
All Nippon Airways has purchased and
re-branded its low cost subsidiary, AirAsia
Japan, giving it an
interesting
new name,
Vanilla Air.
It took around one month and a half for
the company’s officials to choose the new
name, as the executives had to choose from

over 200 different names.
“We chose vanilla as our brand name because it is popular and loved by everyone in
the world,” the airline’s president Tomonori
Ishii said. “I think it is a very cute name,”
he added, despite the fact that in the West
vanilla is regarded as “boring” or “bland”,
according to the international media.
The decision of rebranding came after
the break-up of a joint venture between the
airline’s parent companies, Malaysia-based
AirAsia and Japan’s All Nippon Airways
(ANA), which now wholly owns the carrier.
Vanilla Air will remain based at Narita
airport and will start flights at the end of this
year with two passenger planes. The company is targeting mainly customers who are
interested to travel to resort destinations.
“We will begin with short-distance
services but want to expand the range to
mid- and long-distances in line with ANA’s
branding strategy,” Ishii said, adding that it
would also increase the number of airplanes
to 10 in 2015.
All of AirAsia Japan’s 420 staff will now
become employees of Vanilla Air.

Names in the News
TRANSPORTATION PERSON
OF THE YEAR
John B. Perry will be honored by the
Newark Airport Airline Managers Council, October 4th at a premier black tie gala
to benefit the University Hospital’s Mobile
Intensive Care Unit
(MICU-5) that serves
Newark Liberty International Airport. The
event will be at The
Renaissance Newark
Airport Hotel in Elizabeth, NJ.
John began his career in the aviation
industry with Eastern
John B. Perry
Airlines in New York
City. He later worked at JFK. He held increasingly responsible positions that led him
to work at several airports throughout the
country. John became a senior instructor at
Eastern’s Marketing Training School in Miami as well as a member of the implementation team for Eastern’s CARGOTRAC,
one of the first computerized cargo tracking
systems in the aviation industry. In Atlanta,
Eastern’s largest operation, he was Manager
of Ramp Services and Manager of Aircraft
Services. In DAB he was Manager of Sales
and Services. At Newark he became the Senior Director of Airport Services.
After Eastern, John became Executive
Director of the Council for Airport Opportunity (CAO) New Jersey Programs. The
Port Authority of NY & NJ recognized that
the role of the airport operator is to create a
business environment where local job seek-

ers, airport tenants, and their employees
share in the economic benefits of the airport.
John has directed CAO New Jersey program’s by increasing the aviation industry’s
involvement in the surrounding airport communities and throughout the State. CAO,
under his guidance, now provides a wide
range of career orientation services and has
developed several major areas of concentration that include the skills required by aviation and airport companies for prospective
employment.
John is a member of the Newark Workforce Investment Board, the Union County
Workforce Investment Board, and a Board
Member of the Greater Elizabeth Chamber
of Commerce, Hudson County Chamber of
Commerce, Hudson County Rotary, Daybreak and Barringer High School Advisory
Board.
John was a Board Member of the Boys &
Girls Club of Union County, recipient of the
Salute to Leadership Award from the United
Negro College Fund, the Carter G. Woodson
Award, listed in Who’s Who Among Black
Americans, and a recipient of the People
of Influence Award from The Eagle Flight
Squadron. John’s work is important because
it benefits the aviation industry and the community-at-large.

CARL SOLLER APPOINTED
SPECIAL CUSTOMS
COUNSEL FOR MC BREEN
& KOPCO
McBreen & Kopko announced that Carl
R. Soller has been appointed Special Cus-

toms, International
Cargo & Regulatory
Compliance Counsel to the firm. Carl
is among the most
experienced professionals in advising
clients regarding the
import and export
of a wide range of
Carl R. Soller
manufactured, artistic and intellectual
property, cargo, art and related materials.
Carl has long represented all elements of
the transportation supply chain, handling security compliance, penalty actions and regulatory issues enforced by CBP, TSA, FAA,
FMC, and FDA and related Government
Agencies. In his new role, Carl will also
assist the firm’s airline, ground and cargo
handling, airport real estate, general aviation
clients, and all sectors of the international
supply chain.
Carl was on the Aviation Security Advisory Committee comprised of Government
and Trade Representatives appointed at JFK
Airport to advise Government Agencies on
regulatory security concerns after September 11th.
While advising Customs Brokers, airlines and others involved in the international
cargo supply chain, he has testified on behalf
of clients before Congress, CBP and Fish
and Wildlife Service. Mr. Soller routinely
appears before prestigious groups like the
Explorers Club to report on Customs Rules
and Regulations as they pertain to antiquities, fish and wildlife and art imports.
Among the many trade and business or-

ganizations that Carl is associated with he
serves as Board Member and Chairman of
the Business Action Committee of the JFK
Airport Chamber of Commerce and is an active member of the Semantics, a charitable
organization of members of the airport community working on Long Island and Queens

CHANGE AT THE TOP FOR
CATHAY PACIFIC
Cathay Pacific Airways has revealed its
current chief executive, John Slosar, will
succeed
Christopher Pratt as chairman of the airline in
March 2014. Slosar
will also take over
as chairman of John
Swire & Sons and
Hong Kong Aircraft
Engineering.
Pratt joined the
John Slosar
Swire group in 1978
and will have been
chairman of the group in Hong Kong, and
chairman of Cathay Pacific Airways, for
eight years on his retirement.
The board of Cathay Pacific Airways
thanked Pratt for his long and distinguished
service and wishes him well for the future in
a statement released earlier.
Ivan Chu, currently the airline’s chief operating officer, will take over as chief executive when Slosar takes up the chairman role.
Slosar, aged 57, joined the Swire group
in 1980.
He was appointed managing director of
See Names in the News page 17
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Name that Plane
You may recognize the aircraft in this month’s contest as
a bomber, and if you did, you are correct. The basic frame
and structure is a bomber. Using the body and engines as a
basis, the manufacturer re-designed the aircraft as a freighter. Can you identify the identification of the freighter?
The winner of last month’s contest is Dan Carbonaro with
this entry; The Aircraft in this month’s “Name that Plane” is
the Boeing 80A.
The Boeing 80 was an American airliner of the 1920s. A
three-engined biplane, the Model 80 was built by the Boeing Airplane Company for Boeing’s own airline, Boeing Air
Transport, successfully carrying both airmail and passengers
on scheduled services.
Boeing Air Transport was formed on February 17, 1927
by William Boeing to operate the Contract Air Mail (CAM)
service between San Francisco and Chicago (CAM.18), taking over the route on July 1, 1927. The route was initially operated by single-engined Boeing 40A biplanes, which could
carry four passengers, which provided a useful supplement
to the subsidized revenue from carrying airmail.
In order to take better advantage of passenger traffic,
Boeing decided that it needed a larger aircraft that was more
suitable for passenger carrying, and in early 1928 designed
a trimotor aircraft capable of carrying 12 passengers, the
Model 80.[3] Unlike the Fokker F.VII and Ford Trimotors
operated by other airlines, the Model 80 was a biplane, chosen to give good takeoff and landing performance when operating from difficult airfields on its routes, many of which
were at relatively high altitude. The fuselage was of fabric
covered steel and aluminum tube construction, and carried
its 12 passengers in three-abreast seating in a well-appointed
cabin. The flight crew of two sat in an enclosed flight deck
forward of the passenger cabin. The wings were of fabric
covered steel and duralumin construction, with detachable
wingtips to aid storage in hangars.
The first Model 80, powered by three Pratt & Whitney
Wasp radial engines, flew on July 27, 1928. It was followed
by three more Model 80s before production switched to the
improved Model 80A,
which was longer, allowing 18 passengers
to be carried, and was
powered by more powerful Pratt & Whitney
Hornet engines, first flying on July 18, 1929, receiving its airworthiness
certificate on August 20,
1929.
In May 1930, Boeing Air Transport introduced female flight
attendants, hiring eight,
including chief stewardess Ellen Church, all unmarried registered nurses. with the first flights
carrying stewardesses
beginning on May 15.
The Model 80 and 80A
remained in service with
Boeing Air Transport
(later renamed United
Airlines) until replaced
by the Boeing 247 twinengined monoplane in
1934.
Ellen Church was
born in Cresco, Iowa.

September Name that Plane

After graduating from Cresco High School, Church studied
nursing and worked in a San Francisco hospital. She was a
pilot and a registered nurse. Steve Stimpson, the manager
of the San Francisco office of Boeing Air Transport (BAT),
would not hire her as a pilot, but did pass along her suggestion to put nurses on board airplanes to calm the public’s fear
of flying. In 1930, BAT hired Church as head stewardess,
and she recruited seven others for a three-month trial period.
The stewardesses, or “sky girls” as BAT called them, had
to be registered nurses, “single, younger than 25 years old;
weigh less than 115 pounds; and stand less than 5 feet, 4
inches tall”. In addition to attending to the passengers, they
were expected to, when necessary, help with hauling luggage, fueling and assisting pilots to push the aircraft into
hangars. However, the salary was good: $125 a month.
During World War II, Church served in the Army Nurse
Corps as a captain and flight nurse and earned an Air Medal.
She moved to Terre Haute, Indiana, where she became director of nursing and later an administrator at Union Hospital.
In 1964, she married Leonard Briggs Marshall, president
of the Terre Haute First National Bank. A horse riding acci-

August Name that Plane

dent ended her life in 1965. Cresco’s municipal airport was
named Ellen Church Field in her honor.
There were no other correct entries.
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Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering in 1996,
managing director of Swire Beverages in
1998 and chief operating officer of Cathay
Pacific Airways in 2007; and then became
chief executive in 2011 and is also chairman of Swire Beverages and of Hong Kong
Dragon Airlines.
Slosar has degrees from both Columbia
University and Cambridge University.
Chu, aged 51, joined Cathay Pacific
Airways in 1984 and has worked with the
company in Hong Kong, Mainland China,
Taiwan, Thailand and Australia. Chu is also
chairman of AHK Air Hong Kong.

SIMMONS STEPS DOWN AT
EASYJET
UK director Paul Simmons is set to leave

low-cost carrier easyJet after seven years
with the organization.
Simmons joined the Luton based-carrier
in June 2006 and during and has been responsible for overseeing the commercial
roll-out of many new initiatives. These have
included Speedy Boarding, easyJet Plus and
GDS distribution in recent years. Simmons
also led oversaw leisure sales and easyJet
holidays.
He is expected to stay within the industry.

DILLMAN ANNOUNCED AS
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
FLIGHT OPERATIONS FOR
A4A
Airlines for America (A4A), the industry trade organization for the leading U.S.

airlines, named airline veteran Captain Don
Dillman to the role of Managing Director of
Flight Operations.
Dillman joins A4A after holding leadership positions in flight operations and
operations control at two major U.S. carriers. Most recently, Dillman served as Vice
President of Network Operations Control at
United Airlines, where he led the integration of the Continental and United Airlines
operations control centers after the carriers
merged in 2010. Dillman also held various
management positions, including Managing
Director of Flight Operations and Systems
Operations Control for American Airlines,
where he was also a Captain and a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)-certified
check pilot.
At A4A, Dillman will represent member carriers on operational issues, including

pilot qualification and training and international standards and procedures. He will
also serve as one of A4A’s primary liaisons
with key government agencies, including
the FAA, the National Transportation Safety
Board and the Transportation Security Administration.
“Captain Dillman brings extensive experience at two of the world’s largest airlines
to A4A – both as a pilot and as a flight operations expert,” said Dan Elwell, A4A’s Senior Vice President of Safety, Security and
Operations. “He is well known and highly
respected within the airline industry. His
decades of aviation experience make him
uniquely qualified to advance our industry’s
proven reputation for safety, operational excellence and leadership.”

to additional enrollment sites nationwide.
“This initiative will increase the number
of U.S. citizens eligible to receive expedited
screening, through TSA Pre✓™,” said TSA
Administrator John S. Pistole. “TSA Pre✓™
enables us to focus on the travelers we know
the least about, adding efficiency and effectiveness to the screening process.”
The TSA Pre✓™ application program requires a background check, fingerprints, and

an anticipated enrollment fee of $85 for a
five-year membership. Once approved, travelers will receive a Known Traveler Number
(KTN) and the opportunity to go through
TSA Pre✓™ lanes at security checkpoints at
participating airports.
TSA will always incorporate random and
unpredictable security measures throughout
the airport and no individual will be guaranteed expedited screening.

Security News
TSA TO LAUNCH
APPLICATION PROGRAM
FOR TSA PRE✓™
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) announced today that it will add
a new process allowing more U.S. citizens to
enroll in TSA Pre✓™ , an expedited screening program that allows pre-approved airline
travelers to leave on their shoes, light outerwear and belt, keep their laptop in its case
and their 3-1-1 compliant liquids/gels bag in
a carry-on in select screening lanes.
Previously, to be eligible for TSA
Pre✓™, travelers had to opt-in through an

airline’s frequent flier program, or be enrolled in one of CBP’s Global Entry, SENTRI or NEXUS Trusted Traveler programs.
To date, more than 12 million travelers have
already experienced TSA Pre✓™ at 40 airports nationwide, and today’s announcement
will expand the availability of this program
to a larger portion of traveling U.S. citizens.
Starting later this year, U.S. citizens will
be able to apply online and visit an enrollment site to provide identification and fingerprints. TSA will start the program at two
initial enrollment sites — Washington Dulles International Airport and Indianapolis International Airport — with plans to expand

Hijinx
main tire.
Pilots: Test flight OK, except auto-land
very rough.
Engineers: Auto-land not installed on
this aircraft.
Pilots: Something loose in cockpit.
Engineers: Something tightened in cockpit.
Pilots: Dead bugs on windshield.
Engineers: Live bugs on back-order.
Apparently, after every flight, Qantas
pilots fill out a form, called a ‘gripe sheet’,
which tells mechanics about problems with
the aircraft. The mechanics correct the problems; document their repairs on the form,
and then pilots review the gripe sheets before the next flight.
Never let it be said that ground crews
lack a sense of humor. Here are some actual maintenance complaints submitted by
Qantas’ Pilots and the solutions recorded by
maintenance engineers.
Pilots: Left inside main tire almost needs
replacement.
Engineers: Almost replaced left inside

CORPORATE LOSS PREVENTION ASSOCIATES
Toll Free 855-731-2266
INTRODUCING OUR LATEST EXPLOSIVE TRACE DETECTION
MACHINE and X-Ray
Corporate Loss Prevention Associates is now the exclusive East Coast distributor for Morpho for the
Itemiser DX Explosive Trace Detection machine. As of January 1, 2014 TSA regulations require all
Itemiser 2 and Smiths 400B ETD systems to be replaced. The Itemsier DX is a certified and approved
ETD replacement. Corporate Loss Prevention Associates has created some financial opportunities which
include lease or purchase options. Call today for more information.
Call today and receive
A $1000.00 credit for a New
Itemsier DX

We Have X-Ray
X-Ray equipment

Pilots: Autopilot in altitude-hold mode
produces a 200 feet per minute descent.
Engineers: Cannot reproduce problem
on ground.
Pilots: Evidence of leak on right main
landing gear.
Engineers: Evidence removed.
Pilots: Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
Engineers: That’s what they’re for.
Pilots: Suspected crack in windshield.
Engineers: Suspect you’re right.

Corporate Loss Prevention Associates
“The Total Security Concept”
2635 Pettit Avenue
Bellmore, NY 11710
Phone: 516-409-0003
Fax: 516-409-2049
www.clpa.com
Email: vbove@clpa.com
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Classified
In JFK Area: 1370 Frankton Street

CO-OP FOR SALE
FOR SALE- Spacious 1 bedroom CO-OP, Eat in
kitchen and dining room. Price: $65K, maintenance
fee: $548.00 (includes gas and light) OWNER WILL
NEGOTIATE CLOSING COST. CALL HARBIN REALTY
718.479.7261

APARTMENT FOR RENT
Howard Beach
Beautiful Walk-in Apt. All new construction, 1BR, Kitchen,
LR, DR , Lots of closets, full size washer & dryer $1300
incl utilities, no pets/no smoking , close to shopping and
public transportation. Ref & credit check req.
Call 917 731-0347.

Valley Stream/ Rosedale Border
- 7000 SQ. FT. Warehouse- Can Divide
- 3 Bays with 2 loading docks, one drive-in
- Great Office space
- 15 FT. Ceilings
- Additional 2500 SQ.FT Parking space for trucks and
cars
In JFK Area: 1370 Frankton Street
Valley Stream/ Rosedale Border Office space Available
112 I 150 I 180 I 200 SQ. FT. Plenty of parking!
Great Location!
-One Lot Available
-7,500 - 20,000 Sq. Foot
-Close to all nearby public transportation
-Access to all parkways

Your ad could be here:
call 718-244-6788 or
email: airprtpres@aol.com
to place your ad today

Got Twitter?

Richmond Hill
One Bedroom Apartment Available for Rent in Richmond
Hill Area, Close to JFK, subway, bus & shopping. Quiet
neighborhood. Please Call 917- 686-0729 for details.

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

-Great Location Near All Public Transportation Within
Walking Distance Near All Highways
BELLINO EQUITIES LLC
112 Phylis Court
Elmont, NY 11003
PH. 718-7397224 PH. 516-3546583

-Secure
-M-1 Zone
-Edz benefits available
For Rent
94-02 150th Street, Jamaica, NY
• 10,000 Sq.Ft. Warehouse
• 1,500 Sq.Ft. Fenced Yard
• 3,000 Sq.Ft. Parking In Front
• 14 Ft High Ceilings Clear Span
• 2,700 Sq.Ft. Newly Renovated Office
• 3 Drive In Doors
• Building Is Supplied By Solar Power
• Edzadvantages
•Gas Heat
• Fire Proof With Sprinkler System
• M-1 Zone

INTER-FAITH SERVICE

Commercial Office Space by JFK Airport
Office Space Available minutes from JFK on Rockaway
1. Rockaway Blvd Office Space: 375-450 sq ft
2. Inwood Office Space: 2,500 sq ft;
3. Inwood Parking Lot: 13,700 sq ft
Call 212-868-1234 x101 or
email ydanesh@Jacobsrea.com

Wednesday, September 11th
at 12 noon
JFK Chapel Museum

Follow @bpinnola
For the latest info on
JFK office & warehouse space

Terminal 4, 4th Fl.

#jfkairportspace

JFK Airport, NY

Airport
Airport Opportunities
Opportunities
Full &
& Part-Time
Part-Time
Full

Prologis
JFK Cargo Centers at Building 75 & 77
16,000 Square Feet Warehouse Space For Lease in Building 77
Eastern Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica NY 11430

Allied
Aviation
provides
into-plane
fueling
services
as well
Allied
Aviation
provides
into-plane
fueling
services
as well
fuel
facility
maintenance
JFK
International
asas
fuel
facility
maintenance
at at
JFK
International
Ai Airport.
rport.
The
following
positions
currently
available!
The
following
positions
areare
currently
available!

15,000 Square Feet of Office Space for Lease in Building 75
Hanger Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430

Maintenance
Supervisor
Maintenance Supervisor

Aircraft Fueler F/T

Candidates
mustmust
havehave
maintenance
and and Supervisory
Starting salary
$1/hour.
Candidates
maintenance
experience.
supervisory experience on diesel, gas, truck
CDL Class B License required.
Salary based on experience ... full benefits and
401k. Company will train for CDL
and service equipment. Salary based on
Full benefits with shift differential.
License.
experience. Full benefits and 401K.

Aircraft Fueler P/T

Maintenance Mechanic
Starting salary $10./hour.Opportunity to
Perform daily and preventive maintenance on
diesel/gas
truckspositions.
and
move
up to various
CDL Class C
Ramp
Supervisor
service equipment. Starting salary $20.00 / License
hour / full
benefits and Shift Differential.
required.
Candidates must have supervisory
experience. Salary based on experience.
Aircraft Fueler F/T
Full benefits and 401k.

Utility Men

Starting salary
$11.0/hour.
Starting salary $17.36 / hour, CDL Class A License
required.
CDL Class B License required.
Full benefits with Shift Differential.






location

location

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg77

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg75

facility

facility

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x






16,480sfwarehouse/office
2Landsidetruckdocks
1AirsideRampDoor
1Widebodyaircraftparkingspot
Flexibleterms

15,000sfofficespace
Smallestunitunder900sf
Securedareaparkinglot
MassTransitQ3andCargoShuttle
Flexibleterms








Prologis
Bob Caton
email: bcaton@prologis.com
ph +1 718-709-5600 Ext 5611
fax +1 718-732-2949
JFK International Airport, Building 77
Jamaica, NY 11430 USA

Maintenance
Mechanic
Aircraft Fueler P/T

Full benefits with Shift Differential.

Perform daily and preventive maintenance
Men
Starting salary $9.00 / hour. Opportunity to Tank
move up
to various positions.
on diesel/gas trucks and service equipment.
Starting salary $13.0/hour. Duties are rack
Starting salary $18.0/hour / full benefits
dispensals, physical inventory, and preventive
and shift differential. CDL Class B License
and repair maintenance to tank farm facility.
Qualified Candidate must be able to work
a variety of shifts and schedules.
required.
CDL Class B License required.

Interested applicants can e-mail resumes to:

QualiﬁedQualified
Candidates
must be must
able to
a variety
shiftsofand
schedules.
Candidates
be work
able to
work a of
variety
shifts
Employment.JFK@AlliedAviation.com
Interested
email resume
andcan
copy
of driver’s
to:
and applicants
schedules. can
Interested
applicants
email
resumeslicense
BOBOEto:
orAlliedAviation.com
Employment.JFK @
Fax
to
718-244-1544
or Fax to: 718-244-1544

Bldg. # 90 South Service Road
JFK International Airport
Jamaica, N.Y. 11430
www.AlliedAviation.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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UPCOMING AIRTRAIN
JFK SERVICE SUSPENSIONS
8/29/2013 to 10/16/2013
Airport employees are advised that due to scheduled construction during the dates and times listed, there will be full and
partial AirTrain JFK system shutdowns. During these periods,
there will be free shuttle bus service in both directions between
closed AirTrain stations. Please see a Customer Care Representative for assistance, and allow extra time when using AirTrain
JFK during the timeframe listed.
* Dates and times may change due to weather conditions.
Please check the Port Authority’s website for updates.
Specific suspensions:
Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all airline terminals:
10 p.m., 8/29/2013 to 6:00 a.m., 8/30/201

ALLEGIANT TAKES OFF FROM SWF THIS FALL
llegiant Air is ready for
take-off at Stewart International Airport (SWF).
Beginning October 31, 2013,
the Las Vegas-based airline will
offer twice-weekly year-round
nonstop jet service to St. PeteClearwater International Airport
(PIE), making it the fourth commercial carrier besides JetBlue,
Delta, and US Airways with service to SWF.
Allegiant’s new flights to St.
Petersburg mark the 99th U.S.
city served by the airline. The
company’s main focus is on
providing quality low-cost, nonstop leisure travel to vacation
destinations nationwide, and its

A

Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all airline terminals:
6 a.m. to 6 p.m., 9/7/2013
Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all airline terminals:
6 a.m. to 6 p.m., 9/8/2013
Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all airline terminals:
6 a.m. to 6 p.m., 9/14/2013
System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/15/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/16/2013

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/18/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/19/2013
Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all airline terminals:
6 a.m. to 6 p.m., 9/21/2013

ne of this summer’s new
arrivals is American
Airlines’ expedited and
personalized check-in service.
Located in Terminal 8 at John F.
Kennedy International Airport,
it is American’s third Flagship
Check-In after those at Los An-

O

multi-million dollar runway rehabilitation project at Newark Liberty
International Airport has been
authorized by The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s Board of Commissioners.

A

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 10/16/2013 to 7 a.m., 10/17/2013

The JFK Flagship Check-In
is open daily between the hours
of 3:30 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.
For more information, visit
the American Airlines website:
http://www.aa.com.

The project will involve renovations of Runway 4L-22R. This
rehabilitation effort is projected
to significantly reduce airport
delays given that planes will be
able to taxi onto and outside of
the takeoff area more quickly.

Construction will begin in
April 2014, closing runway 4L22R for 60 consecutive days between April 1, 2014 and June 1,
2014.

ENDING SOON! LONG-TERM PARKING DISCOUNTS AT
JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AND
NEWARK LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/26/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/27/2013

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 10/9/2013 to 7 a.m., 10/10/2013

geles International (LAX) and
Miami International (MIA) airports.
Flagship Check-In customers
enjoy personalized service and
expedited security checkpoints,
as well as assistance with a variety of individual travel needs.

NEW RUNWAY REHABILITATION AT
NEWARK LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/22/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/23/2013

5-Day, 24-HR Suspension Between Federal Circle Station and all
airline terminals:
6 a.m., 9/30/2013 to 7 a.m., 10/3/2013

projects which include: major
runway rehabilitation, expanding the terminals, and construction of a New York State crime
laboratory. In addition to this,
the Port Authority’s ongoing
Sustainable Management Plans
at Stewart; which address the
facility’s impact the ecosystem;
airfield and aircraft efficiency,
and waste recycling programs,
have made it one of the most environmentally friendly airports
in the country.
In 2012, Stewart Airport
handled approximately 365,000
passengers.

AMERICAN AIRLINES’ FLAGSHIP CHECK-IN LANDS AT
JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL

System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/16/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/17/2013
System-Wide Suspension:
8 p.m., 9/17/2013 to 7 a.m., 9/18/2013

expansion to the mid-Hudson
Valley will offer Stewart’s passengers more travel choices to
Florida, while providing a boost
to the overall growth of the airport.
The Port Authority took over
operations at Stewart International Airport in 2007, and has
since invested about $70 million dollars on infrastructure
improvements, including renovations to the airport’s passenger terminal plus enlarging the
parking facilities and repaving
surrounding service roads.
The agency has also committed several million dollars to
future SWF capital investment

special discount is now
available for long-term
parking customers at
John F. Kennedy International
and Newark Liberty International airports.
When you park for five days
in the John F. Kennedy longterm lot, you’ll get one day for
free! Customers who park at

A

Newark Liberty’s Daily Lot P1/
P3 for three days, get the fourth
day free, and those parking at
Economy Lot P6 for five days
will get the sixth day free!
Airport parking is safe -and there’s easy access to all
terminals via AirTrain JFK or
AirTrain Newark, plus courtesy
shuttles are available from New-

ark Liberty’s P6 Lot.
To take advantage of these
deals, go to www.panynj.gov/
airports and print the coupon
which must be presented to the
cashier when you exit the lot.
It’s that simple!
This offer is valid at both
airports through September 7,
2013.
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Report Suspicious or Criminal Activity.
Call 800 828-7273.
Funding provided by grants from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security

